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Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Wind Loads on a PostPanamax Container Ship as a Function of the Container
Configuration on Deck
Ingrid Marie Vincent Andersen1

ABSTRACT
An investigation of the wind forces acting on a 9,000+ TEU container ship has been carried out through a
series of wind tunnel tests. It was investigated how the wind forces depend on the container configuration
on the deck using a 1:450 scale model and a series of appropriate container configurations. The wind
tunnel tests were carried out in the naturally existing boundary layer of the wind tunnel. The longitudinal
and transverse forces and the yaw moment were measured and the measurements were corrected for the
effects of the boundary layer and blockage in the wind tunnel. The results are presented as nondimensional coefficients. It is concluded, that the measured forces and moment depend on the container
configuration on deck, and the results may provide a general idea of how the magnitude of the wind forces
is affected by a given container stacking configuration on a similar container ship.
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INTRODUCTION
The fuel efficiency and performance of container vessels is of great concern for shipowners due to economic and
environmental considerations. Much effort is put into measures that can improve ships' fuel efficiency by even a few per cent.
All ships experience air and wind resistance while under way, and they may experience adverse effects of wind while
manoeuvring in harbours and confined waterways.
The wind resistance is proportional to the relative wind speed squared and direction and the projected windage area of the
ship. Unlike most other ship types a container ship has a windage area that varies significantly with the loading condition i.e.
the configuration of containers on deck, and apparently little is done to minimise the wind resistance on board most container
ships.
Wind tunnel investigations of the container configuration’s influence on the wind forces were carried out by Andersson
(1978) using a model of a 211 m container ship with 19 different deck configurations. Blendermann (1997) did wind tunnel
tests of ten container configurations resembling random configurations on two ships with overall lengths, Loa, of 198 m and
294 m. Other investigations have been carried out for more general ship types, e.g. Berlekom (1981) and Aage (1968).
Today the size of container ships has increased and it is considered relevant to investigate how forces and moments depend
on the container configuration on the deck of a 9,000+ TEU container ship. Even more importantly the service speed of
container ships has increased in recent years, which results in relative wind directions closer to head wind and higher relative
wind speeds. The aim of the present study is, through a purely experimental approach, to provide directly applicable results
for container ship operators.
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METHODS
Coordinate system
The Cartesian right handed coordinate system (Figure 1) is fixed to the ship. The axes originate from the intersection between
the centerline and the baseline in Lpp/2 and the axes are defined as follows (cf. ITTC (1993)):




The x-axis is positive forward.
The y-axis is positive to starboard.
The z-axis is positive downwards.

Figure 1 – Definition of coordinate system.
In the wind tunnel two forces and one moment were measured (see Figure 2):




Longitudinal force, positive in the direction of x. Here designated X.
Transverse force, positive in the direction of y. Here designated Y.
Vertical force, positive in the direction of z. Here designated Z.

Figure 2 - Definition of forces and moments.

Wind Forces on Ships
The wind forces on a ship generally influence the ship by increasing the propulsion resistance. The longitudinal force
generally constitutes the largest part of the total wind induced resistance.
The transverse force causes yaw, drift and deviation from the course, which can cause added resistance in two ways: The
ship's heading is not aligned with the steered course, which alone gives greater resistance. The drift must be compensated for,
which means that the rudder angle must be increased. Increased rudder angle will also cause increased resistance. Its
magnitude compared to the longitudinal force is discussed by Andersson (1978) and Berlekom (1981). According to
Andersson (1978) the induced resistance from the increased rudder angle plays an insignificant role, while according to
Berlekom (1981) it can be of the same magnitude as the longitudinal force for stronger winds.
Generally the longitudinal force is of greatest importance for the propulsion resistance. Its share in the total resistance is
discussed by Berlekom (1981) and Aage (1968). According to Berlekom (1981) the wave and wind resistance are of the same
magnitude. However, Aage (1968) states that the wind resistance rarely makes up more than 10% of the total resistance.
There is general agreement that under normal operational circumstances the wave resistance constitutes the largest
contribution of the two to the total resistance.

Relative Wind
When the air flows over the ocean surface a natural boundary layer is formed. The local wind field caused by the movement
of the ship does not have a boundary layer and is homogenous as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Local wind field caused by ship and the natural wind gradient at sea.
The wind field encountered by the part of the ship above the sea surface is thus a combination of the wind field with a
boundary layer and the homogenous wind field caused by the ship's forward speed. The relative wind direction φ is found by
vector addition of the ship's wind field and the relative wind (Figure 4), where φ = 0° is head wind.

Figure 4 - Relative wind direction φ.

Non-dimensional Coefficients
The measured forces and moments are post-processed into non-dimensional coefficients to make the results independent of
wind velocity and ship size. The results are normalised using the flow velocity in the middle of the wind tunnel, Ufree, the
density of the air, ρ, and the ship’s length between the perpendiculars (Lpp) in a suitable exponent. (Equations [1] to [3]):
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The described coefficients are convenient if different configurations of the same ship are to be compared because they are
normalised using the constant Lpp. If the measurement results are to be used for a ship which is not geometrically similar to
the tested ship, the results can be non-dimensionalised using the ship's projected areas As and Af as done in Andersen (2011).
The latter form is most suitable when comparing ships, which are not geometrically identical.

Earlier Investigations
It is concluded in Blendermann (1997) that the container configuration influences the wind forces. Uneven bay height
increases the wind resistance. According to Blendermann (1997) a ship with randomly stacked containers on deck compared
with a fully stacked ship experience:




Significantly higher longitudinal force.
Smaller transverse force.
Smaller roll moment.



Smalller yaw momeent.

A
Additionally, a ship with raandom configuuration on the fore deck (forward of the ssuperstructure) and a full coontainer stackiing
oon the aft deckk has a signifiicantly reducedd yaw momennt for relative w
wind directionns between 0° and 50°. In Andersson
A
(19778)
tthe individual configurationns are more thooroughly desccribed and the following connclusions are ddrawn:








Channges in the connfiguration onn the aft deck have little inffluence on thee magnitude oof the longituddinal force. Thhus
theree is little differrence betweenn the empty shiip and a ship, which only caarries containeers on the aft deck.
d
Channges in the connfiguration on the fore deckk are of great im
mportance forr the magnitudde of the longittudinal force.
Randdom containerr configurationn can increasee the longitudinal force signnificantly. Largge irregularitiees such as maany
emptty bays can inccrease the lonngitudinal force by 70-100%
% compared to the fully stackked reference ship for relatiive
windd from ahead.
Streaamlining of thee container coonfiguration onn the front decck has little inffluence on thee longitudinal fforce.
The iinfluence of thhe configuratiion on the yaw
w moment is remarkable.
r
A configurationn with containners on the froont
deck but without ccontainers on the aft deck iis disadvantaggeous (the yaw
w moment beccomes large) ffor relative wiind
m ahead.
from
The influence
i
of thhe side area off the ship on thhe transverse fforce and the rroll moment iss large.
A coonfiguration w
with full load oon the fore deeck and stream
mlining of thee aft deck is tthe most favoourable of the 19
testedd configuratioons.

M
Model
T
The model is of scale 1:4500. Only the paart of the ship above the waaterline is moddelled. For praactical reasonss the model onnly
hhas one draugght which is the design draugght of 13 meteers. The ship has
h the followiing approximaate main dimennsions:
340 m
Loa:
320 m
Lpp:
m: 45 m
Beam
T
The maximum
m length of the model is lim
mited by the w
width of the w
wind tunnel. Thhe model musst be able to bbe turned 180°° in
tthe wind tunnel, which limiits the length oof the model too about 75 cm
m and a model scale of 1:4500.
T
The model is very simple, bbut the small degree of detaail of the moddel is considerred acceptablee. The effect oon the model ttest
rresults of a higgh degree of ddetail would be larger than iin full scale, because the rellative effect off all the small details would be
llarger in the m
model tests.
T
The model haas 20 containeer bays numbeered from aft as seen in Figgure 5 and thhe model is seeen in Figure 66. The containner
bblocks were ccut out in harrd foam and w
were fixed to the model w
with strong doouble adhesivee tape in ordeer to make them
iinterchangeabble.

Figure 5 - R
Reference condition (01-01--02) with full container staacking and nu
umbered bayys.

nnel model wiith fully stack
ked deck.
Figuree 6 - Wind tun

Wind tunnel Equipment
The wind tunnel is a closed low-speed tunnel with a maximum speed of 80 m/s. An outline of the wind tunnel is seen in
Figure A1 in Appendix A. The model and the strain gauge are mounted through holes in the floor of the wind tunnel. The
wind tunnel can be seen in Figure A2 in Appendix A.

Boundary Layer
The described combined wind field is difficult to create in any wind tunnel and impossible to create in the particular wind
tunnel used in this series of tests. Instead the boundary layer was measured prior to the tests in two different locations in the
wind tunnel in order to locate the most suitable position of the model in the wind tunnel and to enable correction for the
effect of the boundary layer on the measurements. The boundary layer was measured with a hotwire instrument. The natural
velocity profile of the wind flowing across the ocean can be described as:
∝

,

[4]

where H is the height above the sea surface in meters, H10 is a reference height which traditionally is 10 meters. α is the
exponent representing the velocity profile. For velocity profiles over the ocean α is usually between 0.11 and 0.14, which is
then the exponent which should be approximated when wind tunnel tests of ocean structures are carried out (Norwegian
Maritime Directory (1997)).
The average flow speed, Umean is plotted as a function of the height above the floor of the wind tunnel, z, in Figure 7. In the
same plot the α = 0.11 velocity profile scaled to the model scale is plotted for comparison. For the boundary layer 0.79 m
downstream α = 0.139 and 1.94 m downstream α = 0.155. Consequently, it was decided to perform the wind tunnel tests in
the location 0.79 m downstream of the beginning of the test section, because the boundary layer there is the closest
approximation to the 0.11 profile.

Figure 7 - Hot wire measurements of mean velocity in wind tunnel. The reference height of 10 m corresponds to 22.2
mm in the model scale.
From Figure 7 it is seen that the velocity becomes constant in z = 41 mm, which thus is the thickness of the boundary layer in
the chosen position.

Reynolds number
Prior to the tests it was investigated how the measured coefficients depended on the Reynolds number, Re, determined by the
flow velocity U in the middle of the wind tunnel, the characteristic length L which was taken as Lpp of the model and the
kinematic viscosity of air, ν, which was considered constant ν = 1.5 · 10-5 m2/s.

Re is of great importance for model tests, and generally Re in model scale should correspond to the full scale Re. However,
the required flow speed is not possible to obtain in the wind tunnel in question. Nevertheless it is considered possible to
conduct model tests, even if the Re is not matched, if the model is sufficiently "sharp-edged" and the flow separation
corresponds to full scale.
To confirm the independence of the flow velocity a test of the Re dependency was conducted. The measurements were
carried out for φ = 0°, 45° and 90° with a minimum flow velocity of 5 m/s and maximum 60 m/s. The measured coefficients
X’ Y’ and N’ are plotted as function of Re in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Reynolds number test for φ = 45°.
As can be seen from Figure 8 the coefficients became constant, and thereby independent of the flow velocity, for Re > 1.5 ·
106. It was thus decided to carry out the tests at a flow velocity of about 45 m/s, which corresponds to Re = 2.2 · 106.

Correction for Boundary Layer
The free flow velocity Ufree was measured in a position in the middle of the wind tunnel (340 mm above the wind tunnel
floor) using a pitot tube. However, the velocity used for making the measurement results non-dimensional, cf. Eqs. [1-3] is
the velocity experienced by the model at a given reference height. The model is located within the boundary layer and thus
the flow velocity experienced by the model is lower than the free flow velocity.
From the measurements of the boundary layer in Figure 7 it was observed that U became constant at z = 41 mm. Thus H = 41
mm was used for the correction (41 mm corresponds to 18.45 m in full scale). The measured free flow velocity was thus
corrected to the height of 10 m, which corresponds to 22.2 m in the model scale, using Equation [4] and the exponent α =
0.139 previously found.

Correction for Blockage
In the wind tunnel the model partly blocked the flow and thus affected the flow, so a further correction had to be applied. The
blockage was max 7.4% for the fully stacked model and for the empty model the blockage was 1.18%. All measurement
results were corrected for blockage using a standard procedure for wind tunnel tests; cf. Engineering Sciences Data Unit
(1980).

Container Configurations
Many considerations are taken into account when loading containers on board a ship. Some are:




Reefer containers must be placed where the power supply for the refrigeration is located. Hazardous goods
containers have designated locations.
Containers are loaded for unloading in the right order at different ports of call.
Heel, trim and stability are taken into consideration when loading the ship.




The weight of the individual containers dictates the maximum allowable height of a stack to avoid destructive forces
on the containers in a seaway.
The line of sight from the bridge must be 500 meters or two ship lengths whichever is the smaller, i.e. it must be
possible to see the sea surface from the bridge 500 m in front of the ship, which dictates how high the containers in
front of the bridge can be stacked (SOLAS 2001).

Thus, it is far from coincidental how the containers on deck are stacked, but the result may very well look coincidental. The
influence of container configuration on the wind forces rarely seems to be taken into account.
For the model tests it was convenient to vary the height of an entire bay in contrast to varying the individual stacks. Thus, in
most cases a container bay has the same height across the width of the ship. The configurations are described in the following
together with the expected outcome of the tests. Illustrations of the configurations are found in the Results section.
Even deck load
Configurations with an even load of one, three and five containers on deck were tested.
Streamlined
The effect of streamlining the container configurations was investigated to see whether there is a difference between
streamlining the configuration fore and aft of the bridge. It is expected, as stated by Andersson (1978) that streamlining aft
has the largest reducing effect on the longitudinal forces when the ship is encountering relative wind from fore.
Empty bays
Some bays can be completely empty and it is concluded by Andersson (1978) that these "holes" in the configuration have a
large influence on the longitudinal force, which is expected to increase with increased number of empty bays. The expected
worst case scenario is when every second bay is empty.
Random load
Most container configurations appear more or less random. Obviously there are different degrees of "randomness" or
"unevenness" in container configurations, examples of which have been exemplified in the selected configurations. The
degree of unevenness is considered to depend on the difference between the highest and lowest container stacks. The bigger
the height difference the larger the longitudinal force is expected to be. By Andersson (1978) it is suggested that full load on
the aft deck and random load on the fore deck can influence the yaw moment significantly and this effect was investigated.
Reduced stack height in the outermost bays
Maersk Line and other ship owners reduce the maximum stack height in the outermost bays to reduce the risk of losing
containers overboard. It is expected that this primarily will reduce the transverse force and only have limited effect on the
longitudinal force.

RESULTS
The measured forces were made non-dimensional using the measured dynamic pressure for each test run. Thereafter the
coefficients were corrected for boundary layer and blockage as previously described. The coefficients were plotted as a
function of the relative wind direction φ.

Uncertainties and Irregularities
Several uncertainties could have influenced the test results and some additional tests were carried out to shed light on the
reproducibility of the measurement results:




Difference in measurement results for the same container configuration if the model is completely dismantled from
the strain gauge and removed from the wind tunnel between two otherwise identical measurement runs.
Difference in measurement results for two subsequent measurement runs without removing the model.
Difference in tests runs clockwise and anti-clockwise.

The first item was investigated with two different configurations and a slight difference could be observed. The largest
discrepancy was 6.7%. Generally, the model was not removed from the wind tunnel between tests, since it was possible to

change the container models with model mounted in the strain gauge. It was not possible to observe any difference in
measurement results in two immediately subsequent and identical measurement runs.
All tests were performed by turning the model clockwise in the wind tunnel assuming the flow in the tunnel was symmetrical.
However, by turning the model anti-clockwise it was observed that the measurements were not exactly mirrored, which
means that the flow in the wind tunnel is not perfectly symmetrical.
The velocity profile in the wind tunnel can cause discrepancies when transferring the measured forces to full scale since it is
not possible the create a boundary layer in the wind tunnel which fully represents the real boundary layer combined by the
natural wind boundary layer and the constant velocity profile from the ship's forward speed. When scaling to full scale Aage
(1968) claims that the result can be errors up to 40%.
Scaling inaccuracies may also influence the results. Most details are omitted on the model which means that the coefficients
are too small compared to full scale. To precisely assess this uncertainty one will have to conduct full scale tests.

Results
The results are presented in the following. It was apparent, as expected, that the measured forces and moments did indeed
depend on the container configuration on deck. Of greatest interest for steaming ships is the behaviour of the forces for
relative wind directions between 0-50° (head winds). The fully stacked condition is used as the reference condition (see
Figure 5).
Uniform configurations
In general the forces on the ship were expected to increase with increasing number of containers in the stacks on deck. The
greatest effect of increased stacking height was on the transverse force as seen in Figure 9. The longitudinal force was also
influenced - more so for following relative wind directions. The yaw moment was also influenced significantly for relative
wind between 0° and 40° The configuration with an even layer of one (Figure 9), three (Figure 10) and five (Figure 11)
containers on deck are compared with the fully stacked configuration (Figure 5) in Figure 12.

Figure 9 - Configuration 01-01-04 with one layer of containers on deck. 15.8% of full deck stacking.

Figure 10 - Configuration 01-01-03 with three layers of containers on deck. 47.3% of full deck stacking.

Figure 11 - Configuration 01-01-05 with five layers of containers on deck. 78.25% of full deck stacking.

Figure 122 - Configuraations with on
ne, three and five layers off containers on deck compaared to the fu
ully stacked
condition.
Streamlined configurations
T
The smallest llongitudinal force
f
was founnd for the connfiguration streeamlined bothh fore and aft (Figure 14) as
a seen in Figuure
16. Comparedd to the fully loaded configguration the reeduction in loongitudinal forrce was signifficant, and forr a relative wiind
ddirection of 50° the differeence was 43%
%. The differennce was almosst as large forr the configuration that wass streamlined aft
oonly (Figure 13). Contrary to what is sttated by Andeersson (1978) it was in thiss case not the configurationn streamlined aft
w
which has the smallest longgitudinal coeffi
ficient for headd wind.
F
For the yaw m
moment there w
was a distinct difference. Thhe configuratiion streamlineed on the fore deck (Figure 15) had a cleaarly
ssmaller yaw moment
m
than tthe other conffigurations for head winds, aand the configguration stream
mlined aft hadd the largest yyaw
m
moment for heead winds. Foor following w
winds the oppossite scenario w
was the case.

Figuree 13 - Configu
uration 01-04--01 streamlin
ned aft. 91.9%
% of full deck stacking.

Figure 14 - Configuratioon 01-04-02 sttreamlined foore and aft. 833.1% of full d
deck stackingg.

% of full deck
k stacking.
Figure 15 - Configurration 01-04-003 streamlineed fore. 91.1%

Figu
ure 16 - Stream
mlined configgurations com
mpared to thee full load con
ndition.

E
Empty bays
T
The configuraation with eveery second bayy empty (Figuure 17) was thhe most extrem
me case in thiss group of connfigurations. F
For
hhead winds thhe longitudinall force was siggnificantly largger than for anny other configguration, whicch can be seenn in Figure 18.. In
ffact, the meassured longituddinal force forr relative windd from 30° waas more than twice the maggnitude than the
t fully stackked
rreference conddition.

b empty. 511.1% of full deck
d
stackingg.
Figure 17 - Configuratioon 01-02-01 eevery second bay

Fiigure 18 - Con
nfiguration w
with every seccond bay emp
pty compared to the fully stacked
s
condition.
R
Random stackking of containners
A configuratiion with randdom stacking on the entire deck (Figuree 19) was com
mpared with a configuratioon with randoom
sstacking on thhe front deckk and full staccking on the aft deck (Figgure 20) and the fully staccked referencee condition. T
The
ccomparison iss illustrated inn Figure 21. T
The longitudinnal force turnss out to be siggnificantly largger for the tw
wo conditions for
rrelative head w
winds. The difference for reelative wind from
f
30° is 544%. The tendenncy for follow
wing winds is the same thouugh
lless pronouncced. As suggeested by Blenddermann (19997) the configguration with rrandom stackking on the fore deck and ffull
sstacking on thhe aft deck coould experience a reduced yaw momentt compared to the totally raandom configuration for heead
w
winds. This prroved to be thee case here as well.

Figure 19 - Configuratioon 01-05-01. R
Random load
d over all. Higghest stackingg height seven
n containers. 68.9% of fulll
deck stackin
ng.

Figure 20 - C
Configuration
n 01-05-02. R
Random load fore,
f
full load
d aft. Highest stacking heigght seven con
ntainers. 77.8%
%
of full deck staccking.

Figure 21 - One configu
uration with random stack
king overall and
a one with random stack
king on fore d
deck and full
stackiing aft compaared to the fullly stacked coondition.
R
Random stackking over all oof maximum stack
s
height of
o seven (Figuure 19) and fivve containers (Figure 22) reespectively were
aalso investigatted and are coompared in Figure 23. As expected the loongitudinal forrce was smaller for the low
wer stack heighhts.
C
Compared to tthe reference condition
c
the ddifference for relative wind from 30° the difference is 330% and 46% respectively.

Figure 22 - C
Configuration 01-05-03. Random
R
stack
king over all. H
Highest stack
king height fivve containerss. 46.6% of fu
ull
deck stackin
ng.

Figure 23 - R
Random stack
king with high
hest stacking height of sevven containerss, compared tto the random
m configuratioon
with higheest stacking h
height of five containers coompared to th
he full load coonfiguration.
T
Two differentt configurationns with the saame maximum
m stacking heigght of five conntainers but ddifferent degreee of unevenness
w
were compareed. The more uneven configguration (Figuure 22) had a larger differennce in stackinng height in thhe bays. The tw
wo
aare compared to the compleetely even connfiguration of five containerrs high (Figurre 11) in Figurre 25. For relaative winds froom
ffore there is a clear differeence in the loongitudinal foorce. The mosst even of the configurationns (Figure 24) is close to tthe
ccompletely evven configurattion. For relatiive wind from
m 20° the difference is 50% between the m
more uneven aand the even aand
17% between the less uneveen and the eveen configuratioon.

Figure 24 - Configuratiion 01-05-06. Random load
d overall. Higghest stackingg height five ccontainers, bu
ut more even
profile than
n configuratioon 01-05-03. 58.7%
5
of full deck stackingg.

Figure 255 - Two rand
dom configuraations with hiighest stackin
ng height of fiive containerss and differen
nt degree of
unevenn
ness compareed to the confi
figuration with a uniform llayer of five containers.
c
T
Three almost identical connfigurations w
were comparedd. They weree both random
mly stacked annd the only ddifference in tthe
sstacking heighht was in bay 10 where the stacking heigght was zero (F
Figure 27), fivve (Figure 22)) and seven coontainers (Figuure
226) for the thhree configuraations respecttively. The coomparison is seen in Figurre 28. The coonfiguration w
with the highhest
sstacking heighht in bay 10 has the highhest longitudinnal force of tthe three, whiile there was little differennce between tthe
cconfiguration with five andd zero containners in bay 100. It thus appeears that the innfluence on thhe longitudinaal force is largger
ffrom a high baay than from a "hole" in thee configurationn of similar maagnitude.

Figure 26 - C
Configuration
n 01-05-04. Raandom load overall.
o
Higheest stacking h
height seven ccontainers in bay
b 10. 48.25%
of full deck staccking.

Figure 27 - Configuratiion 01-05-05. Random load
d overall. Higghest stackingg height five ccontainers. Bay 10 empty.
42.6%
% of full deck sstacking.

Figure 28 - Three almoost identical random configgurations. On
nly differencee is in bay 10.
P
Pyramid-shappe
T
Three more or
o less pyramiid-shaped connfiguration weere compared.. The first hadd full load exxcept for one container in tthe
ooutermost stacck in all bays (Figure 29). T
The second haad full load exxcept two containers in the ooutermost stacck and one in tthe
nnext stack (Figgure 30). The third had six containers
c
lesss in each bay on
o each side (F
Figure 31).

Figure 229 - Configuration 02-01-001. One contaainer less in eaach bay on eaach side. 98.2%
% of full deck
k stacking.

Figure 300 - Configurattion 02-01-02. Three contaainers less in eeach bay on eeach side. 94.66% of full deck stacking.

Figure 331 - Configurration 02-01-003. Six contain
ners less in eaach bay on eaach side. 89.3%
% of full deck
k stacking.

Figurre 32 - Three more or less pyramid shap
ped configuraations compaared to the fullly stacked coondition.
A
As seen in Figgure 32 the lonngitudinal forrce was smalleer for all threee configurationns than for thee full load refeerence conditioon,
bbut the differeence between the three pyraamid-shaped cconfigurations was small. Thhe biggest diff
fference was exxpectedly on tthe
ttransverse forrce, which wass reduced for all three, but again there was not much ddifference betw
ween the threee configuratioons.
T
The differencee in transversee force for rellative wind froom 90° betweeen the pyramiid configuratioons and the fuull load referennce
ccondition wass 13%. For anyy difference inn the yaw mom
ment the full looad reference ccondition wass consistently higher.
h

DISCUSSIION
T
The small deegree of detaiil probably means
m
that caaution must bbe exercised when scalingg up to full ssize forces. The
T
m
measurementss carried out here serve thhe purpose of indicating the influence, ttrends and tenndencies of diifferent stackiing
cconfigurationss used in practtice.
T
The measurem
ments showedd a clear relatiionship between the containner configurattion and the w
wind forces accting on the shhip
m
model.
C
Container shipps in operationn will most freequently encouunter relative winds in the rrange of 0-50°° which makess this interval tthe
m
most relevant. From a globbal resistance point-of-view
w it is of greattest interest too reduce the loongitudinal foorce and the yyaw
m
moment.
IIn general, thhe longitudinaal force increeased with inncreasing unevvenness of thhe container cconfiguration.. The degree of
uunevenness iss hard to definne, but it appeaars that the diffference in heeight between the individuall bays plays thhe major role for
tthe force. If tthe difference in height bettween individdual bays was pronounced and if there w
were high bayys exceeding tthe
hheight of the oother bays on tthe deck, it inccreased the lonngitudinal force.
T
The longitudiinal force for head winds ddid not seem to depend on the projectedd front area of the model, bbut more on tthe
ccontainer conffiguration alonng the full lenggth of the moddel.

The transverse force appeared to be the easiest to predict being more or less directly proportional to the projected side area of
the ship. This was the case for all investigated configurations except the three pyramid shaped configurations. However, the
degree of extent to which the configurations approximated to a pyramid did not seem to influence the transverse force much.
The factor primarily influencing the yaw moment was the side area of the model and more importantly how the area was
distributed over the ship's length i.e. the ratio between the projected area of the front and aft deck. For configurations with
relatively more containers on the aft deck a clear reduction in the yaw moment was observed for relative head winds. Thus
the yaw moment seemed to depend on the size and centre of gravity of the side area of the ship. The more aft the centre of
gravity was located, the smaller was the yaw moment for relative head winds.

CONCLUSION
The wind forces acting on a large container ship as a function of the container configuration were investigated in wind tunnel
tests of a simplified 1:450 model of a container ship in the wind tunnel's naturally occurring boundary layer. The
measurements were transformed to a reference height and corrected for blockage in the wind tunnel.
Primarily, the results serve as an indication of the magnitude of wind forces acting on large container ships depending on the
container configuration on deck rather than for the purpose of assessing the full scale wind resistance of a given container
ship.
For reducing the longitudinal force in relative winds from fore it is advantageously to make the container configuration as
smooth as possible, and streamlining can reduce the longitudinal force for head winds further. However, streamlining of the
configuration on the aft deck is a trade-off as it increases the yaw moment compared to full load on the aft deck. High
container stacks (i.e. a bay protruding up over the remaining bays) in the configuration appear to increase the longitudinal
force more than a corresponding "hole" (i.e. low or empty container bays) in the configuration.
The transverse force, of concern in beam winds, depends largely on the side area of the ship, and for a fully stacked ship it
can be reduced by reducing the stacking height in the outermost stacks.
The yaw moment in relative winds from fore can be reduced by aiming at achieving full stacking on the aft of the ship and
thereby possible reduced the resistance induced from drift and increased rudder angle.
A general recommendation would be to make the configuration as smooth as possible and furthermore to ensure that the
centre of gravity of the side area is as far aft as possible.
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